The Tree of Life Entrance Gate welcomes
visitors into a place of quiet rest and beauty.
Throughout the garden, scriptures affirm
God’s eternal promises and provide hope
and comfort to those who mourn.
The Columbarium, Gardens, and Basalt
Columns are located adjacent to the Choir
Rehearsal Room at the west end of the
Sanctuary building.

Services We Provide:
• Memorial Service or Funeral
• Interment of Ashes
• Memorialization on Basalt Columns

Memorial Garden

The Presbyterian Church (USA) affirms
cremation and interment are “Christian
methods of disposition of the body upon
death.”
Ashes must be placed in a suitable container,
not to exceed 4” x 7” x 9”. Names and dates
will be engraved on the front of the niche at
the time of interment.

For more information, please
contact Bellevue Presbyterian
Church, 425-454-3082.
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Basalt Column for
Memorialization
Two majestic black granite columns,
inscribed with scripture, provide a
permanent place to honor your loved
one when their ashes have been scattered
elsewhere. Names and dates will be
engraved on the columns.

Perpetual Care

Memories, Love, Respect, Quiet, Private, Peaceful,
Beautiful, Community, Family, Honor and Celebrate
These important elements were
uppermost in the minds of the
Memorial
Garden
Committee.
Families of faith for centuries have
honored and remembered their loved
ones on the grounds of their churches.
The Memorial Garden designers
endeavored to further this tradition
by selecting a site that is quiet and
private, but can be enjoyed by the
community for its beauty. Respect
is expressed by the permanence of

the materials, the symbolism of
the gate, and scripture inscribed
throughout the garden. We honor
by naming those we love. A glass
pergola is a centerpiece for family
to gather and celebrate memories
of their loved ones. The peaceful
experience is enhanced by the
sound of cascading water over the
stones and through the landscape.
J. Donald Bowman, Architect

Fees associated with the Memorial Garden
are used to maintain and manage the
garden. An Endowment Trust Fund
insures perpetual care of the garden
and may provide financial help toward
the purchase price of a niche in special
circumstances.

